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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter provides an infroduction to mapmaking as a science and the purpose 

of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey as a means of mapping the sky. ft also discusses the 

motivation behind tiie thesis work and a note on the organization ofthe report. 

1.1 Mapping the Universe 

Mapmaking, laying the grid-work for reality, is an activity cenfral to the step-by-

step advancement of human knowledge. The last decade has seen an explosion in the 

scale and diversity of the mapmaking enterprise with fields as disparate as genetics, 

oceanography, neuroscience, and surface physics applying the power of computers to 

recording and understanding enormous and complex new territories. This ability to record 

and digest immense quantities of data in a timely way is changing the face of science. 

The light coming to us from the distant heavenly objects is shifted toward the red 

end ofthe elecfromagnetic spectrum. The faster a distant object is moving, the more it is 

redshifted. Astionomers measure the amount of redshift in the spectrum of a galaxy to 

figure out how far away it is from us. Observing the light that the galaxies emit is often 

the only means we have of understanding them. Studying the light that comes from a 

source can tell us a great deal about what kind of object we are looking at. We can 

measure the energy and the amount of light coming from the source, as well as make an 



image of the source. If we graph tiie amount of light having different energies, we can 

make a spectrum. 

The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) addresses fascinating, fiindamental 

questions about tiie universe. With tiie survey, astronomers will be able to see the large-

scale pattems of galactic sheets and voids in the universe. Scientists have varying ideas 

about the evolution ofthe universe, and different pattems of large-scale structure point to 

different tiieories of how tiie universe evolved. The SDSS will tell us which theories are 

right, or whether we have to come up with entirely new ideas. By measuring the red shift 

of a million galaxies, tiie SDSS will provide a three-dimensional picture of our local 

neighborhood ofthe universe. 

1.2 Motivation 

In August 2003, the Distributed Computing Group of the Computer Science 

department of Texas Tech University undertook the task of creating a mirror version of 

the Data Release 1 of SDSS. The goal was to create a replica of the SDSS software 

application locally at Texas Tech University. This was a flmded research project under 

the supervision of Dr. Chris Stoughton of Fermilab and Dr. Alan Sill of Texas Tech 

University. This was materialized as a consequence of a talk that Dr. Stoughton delivered 

on his visit to Texas Tech University. 

This thesis document contains eight chapters. Chapter II provides a brief 

definition of some ofthe basic terminologies used in the document. Chapter III contains a 

background of the SDSS software application. Chapter TV explains tiie DRl software 



architecture and its components. Chapter V describes the actual implementation of the 

SDSS DRl application. Chapter VI contains timing experiments and analysis The usage 

of the SDSS web forms is explained in Chapter VII and Chapter VIII contains a formal 

conclusion and some insights into the future work. 



CHAPTER II 

TERMINOLOGY 

Redshift: When the light an object emits is displaced toward the red end of the 

spectrum it is said to be redshifted. ft is a shift in the lines of an object's spectinim toward 

the red end. Redshift indicates that an object is moving away from the observer. The 

larger the redshift, the faster the object is moving. 

Right Ascension and Declination: These are a system of coordinates used by 

astionomers to keep frack of where stars and galaxies are in the sky. Declination is 

measured in degrees and refers to how far above the imaginary celestial equator an object 

is. Right ascension measures the other part of a star's position. It is measured in hours. 

Run: A run is all the data gathered from a single contiguous scan of the imaging 

camera. These are combined into chunks; contiguous area of the sky from which 

spectroscopic targets will be selected and specfroscopic tiling will be done. 

Rerun: Every time the imaging data is reprocessed a new rerun number is 

assigned. Thus a rerun does not imply re-observation but is simply a re-reduction of the 

same run. It signifies that a more recent version ofthe software was used. 

Pipeline: A sequence of programs that perform routine processing and produce 

some output, usually of some reduced size [25]. From an astiophysics perspective, 

pipelines can be considered as software systems that franslate raw data into images ofthe 

sky. 



Galactic Coordinates: It is a system of coordinates based on the mean plane ofthe 

galaxy. Galactic latitude is measured from the galactic equator north or south; galactic 

longitude is measured eastward along the galactic plane from the galactic center. 

FITS: It is an acronym for Flexible Image Transport System. It is a format for 

data support, data format design for convenient exchange of astronomical data between 

installations whose standard internal formats and hardware differ. 

Specfrogram: It is a photographic record of a spectrum. It is a plot of frequency of 

light on the vertical axis versus time on the horizontal axis. 

Tab Separated Values (TSV) format: ft is a very simple textual data format, which 

allows tabular data to be exchanged between appUcations that use different internal data 

formats. 

Comma Separated Values (CSV) format: ft is the most common import and 

export format for spreadsheets and databases. 



CHAPTER III 

BACKGROUND 

This chapter provides an overview of the SDSS application, describes the DRl 

application and its web forms, and discusses briefly the DR 2 application, ft also provides 

a discussion of tiie contemporary work done by the Virtual Observatories. 

3.1 Overview 

In April 2000, an ambitious group of scientists at Fermilab proposed as a part of a 

five year base plan, [5] to design and develop the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, the most 

ambitious asfronomical survey project ever undertaken. This is an effort to bring the 

modem practice of comprehensive and quantitative mapping to cosmography, the science 

of mapping the universe and determining our place in it. 

The survey is intended to map, in detail, one-quarter of the entire sky and 

determine the positions and absolute brightnesses of more than 100 million celestial 

objects. It will also measure the distances to more than a million galaxies and quasars. 

The site of the SDSS telescopes, Apache Point Observatory, [4] is operated by the 

Asfrophysical Research Consortium (ARC). 

The SDSS is a joint project ofthe University of Chicago, Fermilab, the Institute 

for Advanced Study, the Japan Participation Group, the Johns Hopkins University, the 

Los Alamos National Laboratory, the Max-Planck-Institute for Astionomy (MPIA), the 

Max-Planck-Institute for Astiophysics (MPA), New Mexico State University, University 



of Pittsburgh, Princeton University, tiie United States Naval Observatory, and the 

University of Washington. 

At tiie end of tiie first year of standard operations, the Early Data Release (EDR), 

consisting of 462 square degrees of imaging data and 54,008 spectra of objects selected 

from within tiiis area, was released. In 2003, the EDR was followed by the Data Release 

1 (DRl), [6] which was more extensive than its predecessor, hi March 2004, the Data 

Release 1 was followed by the Data Release 2. 

3.2 Data Release 1 ofthe SDSS 

The imaging portion of DRl comprises 2099 square degrees of sky imaged in five 

wavebands (u, g, r, i, and z), containing photometric parameters of 53 million unique 

objects. Within this area, DRl includes spectroscopic data for photometrically defined 

samples of quasars and galaxies as well as incomplete samples of stars. The specfroscopic 

data covers 1360 square degrees. 

DRl includes the footprint ofthe sky already released in the EDR. All ofthe EDR 

data have been reprocessed with the latest versions ofthe SDSS software. In some parts 

of the sky, better data (both imaging and specfroscopy) have been substituted for the 

older, commissioning data ofthe EDR. 

The data products in DRl include the following. 

• Images: The "corrected frames" (flat-fielded, sky-subtracted, and calibrated sub-

images corrected for bad columns, bleed frails and cosmic rays, each 13.60x90) in 

five bands, available in both FITS and JPEG format; a mask file that records how 



each pixel was used in the imaging data-processing pipelines; 4 x 4-binned images 

(i.e., witii 1.600 pixels) of the corrected frames after detected objects have been 

removed; and "atlas images" (cutouts from the corrected frames of each detected 

object). 

• Image parameters: The positions, fluxes, shapes, and errors thereof for all detected 

objects in the images, as well as information about how these objects were 

specfroscopically targeted. 

• Specfra: The flux- and wavelength-calibrated, sky-subtracted spectra, with error and 

mask arrays, and the resolution ofthe specfra as a function of wavelength. 

• Specfroscopic parameters: The red shift and specfral classification of each object with 

a spectrum, as well as the properties of detected emission lines and various further 

specfral indices. 

• Other data products: Astrometric and photometric calibration files, the point spread 

fiinction ofthe images, GIF and postscript plots of specfra, and finding charts (cutouts 

of the survey image area according to specified limits in right ascension and 

declination) in a number of formats. 



SDSS is basically an imaging and spectroscopic survey. The image files are 

displayed in JPEG format while the spectro files are displayed as GIF plots. 

Figure 3.1 Photometric image 

Figure 3.2 Spectroscopic image 

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show how a quasar at red shift 0.1 appears to us, both photometrically 

and specfroscopically. The photometric images are displayed in JPEG format (Figure 3.1) 

while the spectroscopic images are displayed as GIF plots (Figure 3.2). 



3.3 SDSS DRl Web Forms - A Nuts and Bolts View 

Putting it concisely, the SDSS consists of a series of web forms that allow the user 

to query the database and fetch flat files based on the values ofthe records retrieved. 

The SDSS consists of five major web forms, which are explained in this section. 

3.3.1 Imaging Query Server (IQS) 

This is used to search the photometry catalog by position or by photometric 

parameters and retrieve survey files using the Data Archive Server. The IQS is used to 

retrieve object information. 

3.3.2 Specfro Query Server (SQS) 

It is the analogous counterpart of IQS used to search spectra by position or by 

specfral or photometric parameters. 

3.3.3 Data Archive Server (DAS) 

DAS provides the survey images called "corrected frames". It contains various 

query forms to get images by coordinates or to search for objects from the imaging and 

specfroscopic catalogs by red shift, object magnitude, etc and to retiieve the 

corresponding data from the archives. The DAS contains: 

• images of tiie night sky C'conrected frames") in FITS and JPEG fonnats, 

• caliberated object lists with photometiic parameters as FITS binary tables. 
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• reduced spectia and specfral parameters as FITS binary tables and postscript/GIF 

plots. 

Small result sets are returned in compressed formats such as .tar or .zip archive; 

larger sets can be downloaded using the remote transfer tool, rsync. 

3.3.4 Footi?rint Server (FOOT) 

ft is used to retiieve a quick look of JPEG images and GIF spectra for a list of 

objects. 

3.3.5 Finding Chart Generator (fc) 

It is used to retrieve objects in FITS format. The images generated are used only 

for display purposes and not for any fiirther processing or study. 

In order to retrieve any image the user must specify a list of co-ordinates in the 

web form either entered directly in the text box or uploaded as a file from the local 

machine. The coordinates must be a comma-separated list containing fields for right 

ascension (ra) and declination (dec). The result will create a JPEG finder chart image 

based upon the target/best version ofthe imaging data or a GIF spectrogram of an object 

near to the given tuple (ra, dec). 

3.4 Data Release 2 of tiie SDSS 

The DR2 imaging data covers 3324 square degrees, and include information on 

roughly 88 million objects [27]. The DR2 specfroscopic data include data from 574 plates 
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of 640 specfra each, and cover 2627 square degrees. It is more extensive than DRl and 

includes more extensive image processing capabilities. 

In addition to the DRl web forms, DR2 contains the Catalog Archive Server that 

provides access to the object catalogs and related data from the SDSS. It is a companion 

to the Data Archive Server, which allows users to download raw (FITS) images and 

specfra from the survey. 

The SDSS catalog data is stored in a commercial relational database system, 

Microsoft's SQL Server [28]. The data is therefore organized in several two dimensional 

tables. Unlike tiie DRl database, the DR2 database tables are designed based on the 

Entity Relationship schema along with appropriate primary and foreign keys. 

It also contains a fiilly self-contained, downloadable Java application, called 

Query Analyzer, which allows submission of SQL queries to the database. With this tool 

a user can open multiple database cormections, run multiple queries, and save the output 

to files on to the local disk. 

3.5 Virtual Observatories 

In the development of astionomical analysis applications, astionomers select 

building blocks and constiiict analysis tools from tiiem. hi tiie Virtual Observatories 

(VO), the methodology is similar, except that the building blocks will be web services 

that are running on remote computers [26]. 

In these packages, there are core components that form a foundation for higher-

level functionality, for example, reading a FITS file or adding images. The VO follows 
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tile exact same model, while moving over to the world of distributed data. The data is so 

large that it is no longer possible to simply download all of it, and it is difficuft to find the 

relevant data. In order to facilitate the retrieval of relevant data, the data will no longer be 

copied to a workstation, but rather the computing moves to the data. 

Therefore the cortesponding core components for the VO are: 

• finding what data is available (through the VO registry), 

• getting access to that data (images, catalogs, and spectra) through simple requests. 

The computational components will be built as web services, a wide-ranging 

industry standard that allows remote fiinctionahty to be available as if it were local. 

These services carry a self-description of their fimctionality, and the VO projects are 

adding further asfronomy-specific description, for example, the area of the sky that a 

survey covers. 

VOTable is designed as a flexible storage and exchange format for tabular data, 

with particular emphasis on astronomical tables. The VOTable format is a proposed 

XML standard for representing a table. In this context, a table is an unordered set of 

rows, each of a uniform format, as specified in the table metadata. Each row is a 

sequence of table cells, and each of these is either primitive data types, or an array of 

such primitives. VOTable has built-in features for huge data and Grid computing. It 

allows metadata and data to be stored separately. 

Interoperability is encouraged through the use of standards (XML) because 

physical quantities are tagged not only witii units, but also through a Uniform Content 

Descriptor (UCD) that expresses the nature of the quantity (e.g. Gunn J magnitiide. 
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declination). The XML fabric allows applications to easily validate an input document, as 

well as facilitate fransformations through XSLT (extensible Style Language 

Transformation) engines. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DRl ARCHITECTURE AND COMPONENTS 

This chapter presents a discussion on the motivation of the thesis, some of the 

initial challenges tiiat were encountered, the DRl software architectiire and a description 

of tiie SDSS tools, ft also discusses issues of fransfer and access ofthe SDSS database, 

tiie various tools used for remote fransfer, security issues that were encountered and 

finally a summary ofthe Fermilab utilities that were required. 

4.1 Goal 

From tiie computer science perspective the SDSS can be considered as consisting 

ofthe following three components: 

• A set of web forms to retrieve and display image files, 

• A set of database tables that act as the metadata (or a data catalog) used in the 

retrieval ofthe appropriate flat files, 

• A set of applications employed for the extensive processing that is responsible for 

the conversion ofthe raw data collected from the telescope into the image files. 

The main goal of this effort is to consolidate a mirror version ofthe SDSS DRl 

software that is present at Fermilab at Texas Tech University so that the complete 

fiinctionality of the application is emulated locally using the existing resources. Another 

objective is to come up with a cookbook that serves as a reference document for the 

replication ofthe SDSS appKcation at any place, in any comer ofthe world. 
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4.2 hiitial Challenges 

The SDSS DRl framework encompasses of 3 Terabytes (TB) of flat files and 330 

Gigabytes (GB) of database tables. So the first task is to transfer these data remotely from 

the Fermilab machines onto the Texas Tech storage system. Aspects needed to be 

considered for this task include data fransfer speeds, data integrity checks, network 

speeds, bandwidth issues and bottlenecks, and other causes for congestion. 

The second task concerns the storage and maintenance of huge volumes of data. 

Issues to be considered include finding storage space, data access and transfer speeds, 

cross platform compatibilities, and data integrity checks. 

The final task is to emulate the existing architecture ofthe SDSS DRl appUcation 

at Texas Tech. 

4.3 DRl Architectiire 

The architecture consists of a web server that hosts the entire web forms as well 

as the processing applications, and a database server that hosts the database, which can 

provide a reliable connection to the web server in order to access the database 

(Figure 4.1). When a user submits a query from a remote terminal, the web form 

constructs a database query, opens a database connection to the database server, and runs 

the query, ft tiien executes a few Tel scripts and programs tiiat trigger certain SDSS 

applications like asfrotools, dp etc. The result of the database query is used in tiie 

retrieval ofthe image files. 
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Image Files 

C=> 
Web Forms 

Tel scripts and 
related programs 
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Iz 

Web Server 

Database 
Server 

Figure 4.1 The DRl Software Architecture 

4.4 SDSS Tools 

The major applications which the astronomical image processing and the web 

forms employ are astrotools, dp, sdssmysql, IRAF and ImageMagick. AH these are 

compiled, configured and stored in the UPS database at Fermilab. 

4.4.1 Asfrotools 

It is one of the base programs written to provide survey support. Astrotools 

includes the survey definitions as well as coordinate conversions from SDSS coordinates 

(X, ri) to (ra, dec) or Galactic coordinates. It provides computational support that includes 

calculations of sunrise and moomise, conversion from bvri to ugriz filters, conversions 

from MJD to month, day, year and time. The product was largely written to support 
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SDSS operations but parts of it are useful to outsiders like the co-ordinate conversions 

and time conversions [20]. 

4.4.2 D P 

This is a group of Fermi specific procedures that were written to handle data 

processing. It consists of a set of Tel and shell scripts that act as wrappers to tie together 

all the data processing software (the different pipelines are described in the EDR paper 

section 4, [1]). In general, each stage of processing involves four steps: 

• prep - sets up any parameter files that are needed and sets up the directory structure 

on disk, 

• submit - actually runs the pipeline, 

• status - an interactive command that will indicate the extent to which a pipeline has 

processed the raw data, 

• qc - does a first course check ofthe data quality, mostiy designed to catch gross error 

in the data quality. If qc passes, the preparation for the next pipehne in the chain is 

begun [20]. 

4.4.3 Sdssmvsql 

This is a tool designed by the SDSS developers in order to talk to the MySQL 

client using its C interface, ft opens a MySQL connection to the database server and runs 

the MySQL query that is generated as a .sql file. The resufts of this query are stored as a 
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TSV file, which is then converted into a CSV file. Finally the CSV file is converted into a 

FITS file. 

4.4.4 Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) 

IRAF is used to plot and display the SDSS spectra [11]. It is a general-purpose 

software for tiie reduction and analysis of astronomical data [12]. The main IRAF 

distribution includes a good selection of programs for general image processing and 

graphics, plus a large number of programs for the reduction and analysis of optical and 

infrared (IR) asfronomy data. 

4.4.5 ImageMagick 

It is a robust collection of tools and libraries to read, write, and manipulate an 

image in many image formats including popular formats like TIFF, JPEG, and GIF [13]. 

With ImageMagick one can create images dynamically, making it suitable for web 

applications. The user can also resize, rotate, sharpen, color reduce, or add special effects 

to an image or image sequence. 

4.5 Transfer and Access of Database Tables 

One important factor that needs to be considered here is the size ofthe individual 

tables. The SDSS DRl database called nov2J) has tables up to 130 GB. This is unusually 

high for MySQL tables. MySQL 3.22 has a 4 GB limft on table size. With tiie new 

MylSAM, [14], in MySQL 3.23, the maximum table size is pushed up to an ideal upper 
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limit of 8 million TB. Note, however, that operating systems have their own file size 

limits. On Linux, the current limit is 2 GB; on Solaris 2.5.1, the limft is 4 GB; on Solaris 

2.6, the limit is 1000 GB. This means that the table size for MySQL is normally limited 

by the operating system. The database server at Fermilab supports MySQL version 

3.23.56. The tables are of type MylSAM. MylSAM is the defauft table type in MySQL 

Version 3.23. It is based on the ISAM code and has a lot of useful extensions. The 

primary advantage of creating MylSAM tables is that it allows for creation of bigger 

tables. Each table in the database is stored in the form of three separate files.The index is 

stored in a file with the .MYI (MYIndex) extension, and the data is stored in a file with 

the .MYD (MYData) extension. The table definition by itself will be contained in the 

.fim extension. 

There are two scenarios to be considered when fransfening the tables: 

• Transfering tables between same versions of MySQL: 

In this case, since each table is stored as a sequence of three flat files, a remote 

fransfer of these files will suffice. The main advantage of tiiis method is that it is much 

faster and involves less efforts by the programmer. 

• Transfering tables between different versions of MySQL: 

In this case, existing MySQL application tools like mysqldump [7] should be 

considered. Mysqldump is an application that creates a dump file (.sql file) which 

contains both the SQL CREATE and INSERT statements. In essence, this metiiod would 

involve the creation ofthe dump file at the source, remote tiansfer of it to the destination 

machine and then undumping it to create the tables anew at the destination machine. 
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Obviously the main advantage of this is portability across multiple database versions. 

This would particularly be useful while fransfering the tables to a higher MySQL version 

(like Version 4.0) which offers more powerfiil features. The disadvantage would be a 

delay in the two step process of first creating the dump files and then remotely 

fransfening them. Also in case ofthe bigger tables, the dump files can become very huge 

themselves (say in the order of a few GB). 

The next important issue pertains to the access of the database tables between the 

web server and the database server. One must take into consideration the access 

privileges of MySQL table users. There are two databases that the web forms access 

namely udb and nov2_0. The web forms write to the udb database whereas they just 

access the nov2_0 to retrieve records. Obviously the user ofthe web forms needs to have 

appropriate levels of access to the tables. Since the web forms run as user apache in the 

web server, a MySQL user by name apache who has insert privileges on the database udb 

and select privileges on the database nov2J), needs to be created at the database server. 

4.6 Tools for Remote Transfer 

4.6.1 Sep 

It is a remote file transfer facility that copies files between hosts on a network. 

Sep uses ssh for data fransfer, and uses the same autiientication and provides the same 

security as ssh. Unlike other remote file fransfer services like rep, scp will ask for 

passwords or passphrases if they are needed for authentication. 
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4.6.2 Rsvnc 

It is a file transfer program for Unix systems. Rsync uses the rsync algorithm, 

which provides a fast metiiod for bringing remote files into sync. It does this by sending 

just tiie differences in tiie files across the link, witiiout requiring that both sets of files are 

present at one of tiie ends ofthe link beforehand. 

Some desirable features of rsync are as follows: 

• can update whole directory frees and file systems, 

• optionally preserves symbolic links, hard links, file ownership, permissions, devices 

and times, 

• requires no special privileges to install, 

• intemal pipelining reduces latency for multiple files, 

• can use rsh, ssh or direct sockets as the transport, 

• supports anonymous rsync which is ideal for mirroring, 

• the algorithm implements checksum useful for maintaining data consistency. 

The primary disadvantage of rsync is that it allows for only limited file selection. 

Rsync can take hours just to determine which files need to be copied. 

Due to the size of the download, care must be taken such that the number of 

processes spawned to perform remote copy does not overload the system beyond the 

acceptable levels. Also the connection speed must be significantly high so as to not to 

disrupt in the fransfer process. Above all, the most important aspect is to allocate enough 

storage for the files so that the rsync does not quit on account of insufficient storage 

space. 
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4.7 Security Issues 

The machines at Fermilab use the Kerberos V5 method of system authentication 

developed at Massachusetts Institute of Technology [8]. Kerberos is a network 

authentication protocol. It is designed to provide strong authentication for client/server 

applications by using secret-key cryptography. Kerberos strives for the best balance 

between security and freedom by addressing the question of identity and attempting to 

prevent identity theft. Kerberos establishes proof of identity (user authentication) through 

cryptographic calculations at local computers with a central server validating the proof 

Kerberos aims to keep passwords from being fransferred over networks, where they are 

vulnerable to sniffers, programs that watch for passwords going by, and harvest them for 

identity tiieft. Kerberos acts as a gatekeeper for access to certain high-priority services 

while leaving lower priority services alone. There will be two access routes via software 

or cryptocard. The first route involves installing software on a desktop computer so tiiat a 

user can prove a Kerberos identity locally. The desktop will exchange information with 

the Key Distribution Center, which issues a key or ticket good for a computer anywhere 

in the lab. The aftemate route involves a cryptocard, which produces a one-time 

password. 

As a user, one needs to obtain a Kerberos Principal (actually one for each realm, 

FNAL.GOV and FERMI.WIN.FNAL.GOV), in order to access machines and resources 

at Fermilab. A principal is essentially a usemame for the stiengthened realm. A user's 

principals will have the same usemame and be of the form principal_name@REALM 

(e.g., joe@FNAL.GOV and joe@FERMI.WIN.FNAL.GOV). One must have a valid 
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Fermilab ID. In addition to a principal, one must have an account on each machine that 

one plans to use in the realm. 

In order to authenticate to Kerberos at login the user can use either the Kerberos 

login program or kinit to get the Kerberos ticket. The Kerberos program can be used if 

the desktop is configured for it. An advantage of using the kerberos login program is that 

it checks the /etc/krb5.conf file in which the user or the system administrator can set 

defaults for Kerberized applications. If the local machine does not have Kerberos 

program configured, then the other option would be to use kinit. Kinit is used to obtain 

and cache Kerberos tickets. The main disadvantage of login using kinit is that it is unsafe 

to send passwords across the network. 

4.8 Fermilab UtiUties 

The user needs to use some ofthe Fermilab utilities in order to install, configure and 

maintain the SDSS toolkit. These utilities are briefly described in the following 

subsections. 

4.8.1 Concurrent Versioning System (CVS) 

With many people working on the software at many locations, it is clear that some 

sort of software management tool is essential. Fermilab has chosen to use the well-known 

free product Concurrent Versioning System (CVS) with the code repository resident at 

Fermilab. Specifically, CVS allows: 
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• multiple developers working on the same pipelines with suitable control over 

conflicts, 

• the ability to recover the state of the code at any time and to inspect logs giving 

the reasons for changes, 

• fransparent access at remote sites. 

4.8.2 UNIX Products Support (UPS) and UNIX Products Distribution (UPD) 

The UPS [10] is a software support toolkit developed at Fermilab for the 

management of software products on local systems by the system administrators and 

users. It was also designed to facilitate the product distribution and configuration 

management tasks of the product providers. The three principal user benefits are as 

follows: 

• a uniform interface for accessing all products on a UNIX system (or UNIX-like, e.g., 

Cygwin) via the setup command, 

• a unified and coordinated support of in-house and vendor-supplied software across all 

the supported UNIX operating systems, 

• the capacity for running multiple concurrent versions of products on the same 

system, with a standard, simple version selection mechanism. 

UPD is a companion product to UPS, and provides the fimctionality for 

uploading/downloading products between local systems and product distribution servers. 

In order to download and install the SDSS toolkit, one must employ tiie UPD product 

installation method. 
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The principal advantages of UPD are given below. 

• Multiple versions of a software product can be made available concurrentiy. This is 

usefiil in many situations, especially when some products depend on particular 

versions of others for compiling or rurming, 

• One can back out of a new software release completely and assuredly if something 

goes wrong, and immediately start up a previously tried and tested release. 

A upd install installs the products into the UPS database. A UPS database is a 

directory free that contains a subdirectory for each product declared to the database with 

the subdfrectory having the same name as the product. It also usually contains hidden 

subdirectories: .ups files with UPS database configuration information, and .upd files 

with UPD configuration information. 
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CHAPTER V 

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 

This chapter addresses the implementation issues of replicating SDSS DRl at 

Texas Tech University. It discusses the setting up ofthe web server and the database 

server as well as issues of tiansfer and configuration ofthe SDSS tools, database files, 

image files and the web forms. 

5.1 Setting up the Stage 

Pantiieon, a dual processor AMD Athlon MP2000+, 1.66 GHz CPU speed 

running Fermi Linux Release 7.3.1, was chosen as the web server. Hercules, a dual 

processor Power Mac G5 with PowerPC 970, 2 GHz clock speed equipped with two 

Firewire drives of 250 GB each, was chosen as the database server. The Linux head node 

at Technology Operations and Systems Management, a dual 700 MHz Intel Zeon 

processor having SAN storage in the form of RAID 5 arrays and a GB Ethernet network 

card, was used to store the SDSS image files. Pantheon accesses these files via NFS 

mount. The coimection speed between Pantheon and Hercules and that between Pantheon 

and the NFS mounts was expected to be in the range of GBs/sec due to the presence of 

Gigabit network cards. However due to the presence of various losses, the best speed that 

can be achieved is in the range of MBs/sec. 
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5.2 Deployment and Configuration ofthe SDSS Database 

The basic issue that needs to be considered is the method of remote login to the 

Fermilab server. Kinit program was used for Kerberos authentication, hi order to avoid 

entering tiie password during ssh to the Fermilab machine, the private key was generated 

using ssh-keygen. The private key was stored in .ssh/identity and the public key was 

stored in .ssh/identity.pub. The ~/.ssh/identity.pub file was then copied to the 

~/.ssh/authorized_keys file on the remote machine. 

bash-2.05a$ source -products/etc/setups.sh 
bash-2.05a$ /usr/krb5/bin/ssh-keygenl 
Initializing random number generator... 
Generating p: ++ (distance 502) 
Generating q: ++ (distance 218) 
Computing the keys... 
Testing the keys... 
Key generation complete. 
Enter file in which to save the key 
(/home/dcglab/hegde/.ssh/identity): 
Enter passphrase: 
Enter the same passphrase again: 
Your identification has been saved in 
/home/dcglab/hegde/.ssh/identity. 
Your public key is: 
1023 37 
95174I6367653913909352280I5987388324258584309938273II50I766503008I 
363686 
5064899 7009265 70651819 hegde@pantheon. cs. ttu. edu 
Your public key has been saved in 
/home/dcglab/hegde/.ssh/identity.pub 

The database files were copied remotely using scripts with rysnc and scp as the 

remote copy commands. 

bash-2.04$ rsync -av -e ssh specObj.frm root@pantheon.cs.ttu.edu:/home/starview/sdss-

mysql/nov2_0 
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In order to fransfer huge tables, the split command was first used to split the 

bigger files into smaller chunks; these smaller chunks were copied remotely and then 

concatenated at tiie local machine using the cat command, 

bash-2.04$ mkdir bestlsObjfolder 

bash-2.04$ split -b 1000m bestTsObj.MYI/data/dp20.a/data/mysql/nov2J/bestTsObjfolder/fdel 

bash-2.04$ rsync -av -e sshfilel * root@pantheon.cs.ttu.edu:/../../sdss-mysql/nov2_0/bestTsObjfolder 

bash-2.04$ cat file 1 * > bestTsObj.MYI 

In tiie above instance, tiie file was split up into sub files of 1GB each. 

Since Apache was the web server used to launch the SDSS web forms, these 

tables must be accessible to Apache. For this purpose, a MySQL user by the name 

apache was created with relevant privileges on the database. In order to avoid the 

password prompt during MySQL logon to Hercules, my.cnf file is created with the 

following entries. 

cat my.cnf 

[client] 
password=your_password 
port = port number 
socket = /var/lib/mysql/mysql.sock 

This file is created in the same path that contains the rest of the scripts so that 

MySQL can read the default startup options for the server and for clients from this file. 

5.3 Transfer ofthe SDSS hnage Files 

The SDSS image files were copied by running scripts (containing rsync) in 

parallel. These files were made accessible to Pantheon via the NFS mount. 
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5.4 histallation and Configuration ofthe SDSS Toolkit 

The SDSS toolkit was installed and configured using upd. Upd can be installed 

using the setup script setups.sh or setups, csh, depending on whether the shell is Bourne or 

C. 

[root@pantheon hegde]# su -products 
sh-2.05a$ source -products/etc/setups.sh 
sh-2.05a$ setup upd 

The setups.sh script basically initializes some environment variables that enable the use 

of upd. 

Once upd was setup, the various products were installed via upd install. 

sh-2.05a$ upd install astrotools 
sh-2.05a$ upd install dp 

sh-2.05a$ upd install sdssmysql 

The upd install command performs the following fiinctions: 

• retrieves the specified product instance and by default, retrieves its dependencies 

from a distribution node, 

• unwinds the product (if tiansferred in .tar format), installs it, and by default, installs 

its dependencies, on the user node according to the node's UPD configuration, 

• declares the product and by default, declares its dependencies to the database 

specified in the node's UPD configuration, 

• either resolves dependencies or displays on screen the commands one needs to issue 

in order to do so. 
The ups declare command is used for two separate purposes: 

• to initially declare an instance to a database (and optionally add a chain at the same 
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time), 

• to add a chain to a previously declared instance. 

sh-2.05a$ ups declare -c astrotools v5_16 

This command defaults to the current instance on the local system. 

Once the products are declared, the ups list can be used to obtain information 

about the declared product instances in a UPS database. End users typically use it for 

finding out what products are in the database, what is the current version of a product for 

their machine's flavor and what other versions might be available. 

sh-2.05a$ ups list -aK + astrotools 
"astrotools" "v5J6" "Linux" "" "current" 
"astrotools" "v5_14" "Linux" "" "" 
"astrotools" "v5_I7" "Linux" "" "" 
"astrotools" "v5 18" "Linux" "" "" 
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The ups depend command lists dependencies of specified product instance(s) as 

declared in the local database, ft can be used to determine what products will get setup 

along with the main product, or to determine what products need to be available in order 

to successfully setup the main one. 

sh-2.05a$ upd depend astrotools 
astrotools v5_16 -f Linux -z /ftp/upsdb -g current 
_Jslalib v2_l_2a -f Linux -z /ftp/upsdb 
I slalib v2_l_2a -f Linux -z /ftp/upsdb 

sdssmath v5_12 -f Linux -z /ftp/upsdb 
dervish v8_16 -f Linux -z /ftp/upsdb 

fpgplot vl_8a -f Linux -z /ftp/upsdb 
I pgplot v5_l_Ifa -f Linux -z /ftp/upsdb 
fsao v3_14a -f Linux -z /ftp/upsdb 
sdsstools v4_l 7 -f Linux -z /ftp/upsdb 
ftcl v3_3a -f Linux -z /ftp/upsdb 

I tclx v7_4adfa -f Linux -z /ftp/upsdb 
I tk v4_0dfa -f Linux -z /ftp/upsdb 
I tcl v7_4dfa -f Linux -z /ftp/upsdb 

libfits v2_3 -f Linux -z /ftp/upsdb 
lapack v2_l -f Linux -z /ftp/upsdb 
slatec v0_9 f Linux -z /ftp/upsdb 
fftw vl_4 -f Linux -z /ftp/upsdb 

5.5 Setting up ofthe SDSS Web Forms 

The SDSS web forms are basically a bunch of Perl scripts along with their 

relevant configuration files. Suitable entries were made in the configuration files to 

provide information such as the URLs of others web forms, location to write the scratch 

files, setting up of scripts, the database and host names. These web scripts were placed in 

a suitable location so that Apache can run them. 
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5.6 Configuration ofthe Apache Web Server 

Apache was selected as the web server due to advantages such as easy integration 

and support of powerfiil modules in a wide variety of languages (like Perl, PHP, etc.), 

open source API and binaries and modular architecture, thus enabling easy 

adminisfration. 

The main configuration file for apache is httpd.conf The httpd.conf file was 

edited to contain suitable alias entries. The alias setting allows directories outside the 

DocumentRoot directory to be accessible by Apache. Any URL ending in the alias 

automatically resolves to the alias' path. 

Alias /sdss /var/www/cgi-bin/bin 

<Directory /var/wwyv/cgi-bin/bin> 
Options All -^Indexes +FollowSymLinks +ExecCGI 
AllowOverride All 
<files ~ (IQS\SQS\FOOT]DAS\ZIC\SQLfc\)$> 
SetHandler cgi-script 
</files> 
</Directory> 

Alias /imaging /home/starview/imaging/ 
<Directory /home/starview/imaging/> 
Options All -^Indexes +FollowSymLinks +ExecCGI 
AllowOverride All 
<Files ~ (search\source\ident\difffind)$> 
SetHandler cgi-script 
SetHandler perl 
</Files> 
</Directory> 

Alias /spectro /home/starview/spectro 
<Directory/home/starview/spectro> 
Options All ^Indexes +FollowSymLinks +ExecCGI 
AllowOverride All 

<Files ~ (search\source\ident\difffind)$> 
SetHandler cgi-script 
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SetHandler perl 
</Files> 
</Directory> 

Alias /DRl/data/zic /home/skydata/zic/ 
<Directory /home/skydata/zic/> 
Options All -\-Indexes +FollowSymLinks +ExecCGI 
AllowOverride All 
<Files ~ (search\source\ident\diff\fmd)$> 
SetHandler cgi-script 
SetHandler perl 
</Files> 
</Directory> 

Alias /skydata fhome/skydata/ 
<Directory /home/skydata/> 
Options All +Indexes +FollowSymLinks +ExecCGI 
AllowOverride All 
<Files ~ (search\source\ident\diff\find)$> 
SetHandler cgi-script 
SetHandler perl 
</Files> 
</Directory> 

Alias /webscratch /tmp/apache/webscratch 
<Directory /tmp/apache/webscratch > 
Options All -^Indexes +FollowSymLinks 
AllowOverride All 
<Files ~ (search\source\ident\difffind)$> 
SetHandler cgi-script 
SetHandler perl 
</Files> 
</Directory> 
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CHAPTER VI 

EXPERIMENTATION AND ANALYSIS 

This chapter discusses the timing experiments that were carried out in order to 

determine the bandwidth under the existing network conditions. The first section 

describes tiie motivation behind the experiments and the method in which they were 

conducted. The second section concenfrates on the analysis of the graphs that were 

obtained as a result ofthe values gathered in the experiments. 

6.1 Experiments 

In the SDSS DRl software application at Texas Tech, the database server, 

Hercules has a Gigabft Etiiemet card (lOOObaseTX). The headnode at TOSM, which 

houses the image files, also has a Gigabit Ethernet card. Pantheon has only a Megabit 

Ethernet card (lOObaseTX). Hence it is not possible to achieve Gigabit access and 

fransfer speeds. A series of timing experiments were carried out to determine the range of 

actual throughput that can be achieved. 

In order to calculate the time required to execute a data retrieval request, the 

built-in C fiinction gettimeofday( ) was used. This function gets the current time, 

expressed in seconds and microseconds. The result is returned in a stmcture called 

timeval that has two fields, tvsec that contains the seconds and tvjisec that contains the 

microseconds. The function gettimeofday( ) was invoked twice, once just before 
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processing the request and next, as soon as the response was generated. The following 

piece of code was used to convert the time difference in milliseconds. 

($sectimel, $usectimel) = split(/ /,$detailTimel); 

($sectime2, $usectime2) = split(//$detailTime2); 

$timediff= (($sectime2 - Ssectimel ) * 1000000 + ($usectime2 - $usectimel))/1000; 

The two time values were exfracted using the Perl fiinction split() and the above code 

was used to express the time difference in milliseconds. 

The execution times for two types of tasks were recorded: 

• the time taken to retrieve and display the FITS files, and 

• the time taken to retrieve records from the SDSS database. 
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In the first case, the Finding chart generator web form was used to retrieve the 

FITS images and to record the retrieval times. The value of the diameter of the sky was 

varied and tiie retrieval time was calculated in each case. 

^ • '•^- ' 0 \ J t^ ._ h«p;;/panth9on«,t(u.odu/«lM/fc . C, 

L i Rrrf ca Hat JRrrfi«S»jBp»t _ P 1 U B * F A Q -nrmn^uimm •—wiiiMiii iiii i I ^ M 

SDSS Finding Chart: DR1 

Caveat The fits images returned by ttie finding chart maker should not be used for science analysis, because differences in flux zeropomts and 
sky background have not been accounted for when combining images from different SDSS imaging runs and/or CCDs Instead, please use the 
Data Archive Ser^-er ietiiB\r-al rprm to retrieve the survey images ("con-ected frames") as tits image files (f pc*. f i t s ) There you can upload the 
"imaging catalog" returned by this finding chart generator to retrieve the right set of images 

Imaging Sky Coverage 

Submit ( SubmiiReque$t | or, if you want to start again, L5?.!?.1?,?.!!!LJ 

Posnion (J2000 Decimal Degrees) RA|258 85 DECS? 35 | 

Imag* DIamater + R«sotutlon Diameter (arcsec): Z50 

Objects to mart( ImageObJs: ainoi? 

Display Catalogs Display Image Catalog: El 

arcsec/plxel O0.4 O0A7 ®0.8 01.14 0 1 . 6 0229 i 3 2 | | 

Spectro Objs: E 

Create .fits or.psRIe ;|.flti ®none O u O g C T Ol O z I 

Image Options 

Display Spectro Catalog: \3 

Create.ps- S 

doScale: B doGrtd: R 

Submit [ SubmrtRequBsT) or, if you vrant to start again. [ ReeatForml 

doNe: ^ doLegend: B Invert Color: 0 

S D S S F i n d i n g C h a r t H e l p 

ii Right Ascension (decimal degrees) at center 

Figure 6.1 Screen shot ofthe Finding chart generator web form 

In Figure 6.1, the coordinates ofthe sky whose FITS image was to be retrieved 

were specified in the fields, RA and DEC. The diameter was specified in the field 

Diameter (arcseconds). Initially RA and DEC were set to 258.85 and 57.35 respectively. 

The Diameter field was varied from 50 to 700 arcseconds incrementally and the retrieval 

time was recorded for each diameter range. This test was carried out at different times of 

the day and the values obtained were tabulated as shown in Table 6.1. This measurement 

method was chosen in order to get a glimpse of practical retrieval times and tiiroughputs. 

Statistical analysis was not employed since proper samples could not be obtained due to 

changing network conditions and limited time duration under which these experiments 

were conducted. 
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Diameter of 
the sky in 
arcseconds 

10 
25 
50 
100 
150 
200 
225 
250 
275 
300 
325 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 
600 
650 
700 

Retrieval 
time(ms) at 
12:00 AM 

8557.387 

6517.91 

7057.724 

8187.839 

8678.727 

9349.695 

9899.612 

13853.873 

14610.667 

17554.83 

20020.436 

20872.281 

25796.493 

30046.458 

43142.641 

51496.005 

64231.662 

93067.397 

117210.511 

Retrieval 
time(ms) at 
10:00 AM 

9211.442 

7428.396 

7995.074 

8978.159 

8836.122 

10518.371 

11382.973 

14842.12 

17098.813 

19015.927 

20864.974 

24009.393 

28391.87 

33614.486 

50462.741 

56471.87 

72567.637 

106285.156 

132530.352 

Retrieval 
time(ms) 
at 1:30PM 

8896.179 

6965.294 

6998.907 

7613.774 

10146.614 

9449.921 

11159.777 

13583.5 

15714.183 

17330.767 

19768.714 

22585.624 

25790.33 

30350.812 

43110.714 

56167.94 

68001.077 

100726.75 

127472.73 

Table 6.1 Comparison ofthe diameter with retrieval time 

In order to better visualize the retrieval time in response to the diameter changes, 

the data shown in Table 6.1 is plotted in Figure 6.2. 
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Diameter vs. Retrieval time 
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Figure 6.2 Graph ofthe diameter ofthe sky versus retrieval time 

The retrieval times at 1:30 pm was lower than those at 12:00 am, which was in 

turn lower than those at 10:00 am. As expected, the retrieval time is higher when the 

fraffic on the network is higher. As more workstations attempt to access the network, the 

network fraffic congestion increases thereby decreasing the throughput of the network. 

Increased fraffic creates more collisions, resulting in more stations waiting to transmit. 

Thus collisions waste network time that could otherwise be used to fransmit data. 

In order to compare the retrieval times, the same experiment was carried outside 

the TTU domain (in California) varying the diameter by the same proportions. Table 6.2 

shows the values of the retrieval times collected outside the TTU domain in comparison 

with those within TTU at about the same time ofthe day. 
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Diameter of 
the sky in 
arcseconds 

10 
25 
50 

100 
150 
200 
225 
250 
275 
300 
325 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 
600 
650 
700 

Retrieval 
time(ms) 
outsideTTU 
at 12:00 AM 

8660.938 
7426.497 
7045.812 

7188.93 
7600.853 
9855.493 

11457.508 
15528.117 
15999.462 
19203.367 
22278.233 
23016.577 
26186.883 
33740.153 
48040.401 
51938.533 
64278.87 

96035.472 
120581.294 

Retrieval 
time(ms) 
within TTU 
at 12:00 AM 

8896.179 
6965.294 
6998.907 
7613.774 

10146.614 
9449.921 

11159.777 
13583.5 

15714.183 
17330.767 
19768.714 
22585.624 
25790.33 

30350.812 
43110.714 

56167.94 
68001.077 

100726.747 
127472.731 

Table 6.2 Comparison of tiie retrieval time with diameter within and outside TTU 

A graph was plotted with the retiieval time on Y-axis and the diameter on the X-

axis as shown in Figure 6.3. A close observation ofthe graph reveals that the retrieval 

times outside the TTU domain were lower than those within the TTU domain. A possible 

explanation for this is as follows. When the experiment was conducted outside the TTU 

domain, the presence of bridges in the intemetwork divides network into distinct 

segments and isolates the traffic between the segments, thus allowing each segment to 

operate at a higher throughput. The bridge reduces the collision probability by providing 

the isolation between segments. With fewer workstations on the network (or segment), 

the likelihood of collision decreases and network throughput correspondingly increases. 
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Figure 6.3 Variation ofthe retrieval time outside and within the TTU domain 

In the second case, the time to retrieve the database rows was recorded using the 

SQS web form as shown in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4 Screen shot ofthe SQS web form 
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In Figure 6.4, tiie field. Limit number of output rows was varied fi-om 10 to 

174,761 and the retiieval time was recorded in each case. The values were tabulated at 

two different times of tiie day as shown in Table 6.3. A graph was plotted taking the 

number of database rows on tiie X-axis and the retrieval time on the Y-axis as shown in 

Figure 6.5. 

Number of 
database 
rows 

1 
10 

100 
1000 

10000 
25000 
50000 

100000 
125000 
150000 
174761 

Retrieval 
time(ms) at 
9.30 PM 

291.567 
292.338 
292.334 
331.558 
695.164 

1287.705 
2286.685 
4288.675 
5211.251 
6366.94 

7230.395 

Retrieval 
time(ms) at 
1.45 PM 

1323.321 
1444.104 
1163.879 
1775.092 
3404.864 

5177.52 
9137.417 

15275.415 
19162.157 
23544.671 
28130.704 

Table 6.3 Comparison of database rows with retrieval time 

Number of database rows vs. retrieval time 

_ 30000 

I 25000 

1̂  20000 

f 15000 
ra 

"S 5000 

"" 0* 

- Retrieval time(ms) at 
9.30 PM 

- Retrieval time(ms) at 
1.45 PM 

1 100 10000 1000000 

Number of database rows 

Figure 6.5 Variation ofthe number of database rows with the retiieval time 
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From Figure 6.5, it is evident that the data retrieval times at 1:45 pm were higher 

than those at 9:30 pm. The reason for this can be attributed to the presence of more traffic 

on the network thereby causing more congestion and collision, reinforcing the 

explanation for the observation for Figure 6.3. 

6.2 Throughput Analysis 

Consider the tiansmission of a data packet on the network. The total time required 

to tiansfer data on a network is given by the sum of two time values, the time required for 

the packet to tiavel through the network pipe, ti and the time taken for the length of the 

packet to reach the destination, t2. 

-•K-

ti h 

Network pipe data packet 

Figure 6.6 Transfer of a data packet 

This situation is illustiated in Figure 6.6 and can be expressed by the following 

equation. 

T = ti-i-t2 (8.2.1) 
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where î = —, R is tiie round tiip time (miUiseconds), (8.2.2) 

and t2 = d*— ^ where d is the data size and ySis the throughput (bits/second) (8.2.3) 

Considering tiie time ti to represent latency L, we can rewrite the equation for 

time T as follows: 

T = L + ^ (8.2.4) 

from which. 

In case of large data, d » L then > 0 
d 

Hence ; 5 - > ^ « -

u 
(8.2.6) 

In other words, as the data size increases, the latency becomes negligible and the 

throughput equals the ratio ofthe data size to the time taken to tiansmit the data. 

The throughput was calculated using equation (8.2.5) and the values were 

tabulated as shown in Table 6.4. The round trip time was obtained using the ping 

command. The variation of throughput against the diameter was plotted as shown in 

Figure 6.7. 
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Diameter in 
arcseconds 

Retrieval 
time(T) in 
ms 

50 
100 
150 
200 
225 11727.088.89 KB 
250 

300 

Size of 
the 
data(d) 
in KB 

7731.164 
7824.4972.16 KB 
8827.1074.04 KB 
9869.3847.14 KB 

15263.05412.4 KB 
275 16428.17814.1 KB 

19337.30316.4 KB 

Round 
tnp 
time(R)[rhroughput(P) 
in ms 

1.08 KB 

2 ms 
2 ms 

in Kbps 
1 ms 
1 ms 
1 ms 

3 ms 
3 ms 
4 ms 

1.14 
2.261 

3.74 
5.926 
6.21 
6.65 

7.031 
6.948 

325 21597.702 18.3 KB 4 ms 6.9418 
350 23879.141 21.0 KB 5 ms 7.205 
400 28544.90125.3 KB 6 ms 7.261 
450 34560.74529.8 KB 6 ms 7.064 
500 48727.78339.3 KB 8 ms 6.607 
550 57183.55746.7 KB 10 ms 6.69 
600 71432.75754.6 KB 11 ms 6.26 

Table 6.4 Variation of throughput with diameter 

8 

§ 6 
.= 5 
• i t 

o) 3 
3 

2 2 

Throughput vs Diameter 

-•-•' r* »" 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 

Diameter in arcseconds 

Figure 6.7 Variation of throughput versus diameter ofthe sky 
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Throughput is the rate at which packets are delivered by the network for a 

particular tiaffic pattern [33]. In other words, throughput is the number of bits per second 

the network can tiansport fi"om source to destination. From the graph in Figure 6.7 it is 

evident that at low loads almost all ofthe traffic gets through the network, as indicated by 

the stiaight-line portion of the curve (part of the curve when the diameter is between 10 

and 200 arcseconds). As the data size increases, the offered traffic increases and dropping 

of packets comes into effect and the throughput drops (part of the curve where diameter 

is between 200 and 400 arcseconds). At saturation, the throughput reaches a maximum. 

Once saturation sets in, the network becomes unstable and the throughput decreases due 

to an increase in the number of packets dropped. 

From the graph (Figure 6.7), it is clear that the maximum throughput that is 

achieved is 7.2 Kbps. A possible explanation for a low throughput is that even though 

Hercules and the headnode at TOSM are fitted with Gigabit Ethernet cards. Gigabit 

network speeds are not achieved since Pantheon supports only a Megabit Ethemet card. 

A higher throughput can be expected if Pantheon is fitted with a Gigabit Ethemet card. 

The throughput upper bound is determined by tiie bandwidth (100 Mbps) between 

Pantheon and TOSM as well as between Pantheon and Hercules. The observed 

throughput upper bound is 7.2 Kbps. This upper bound translates into large retiieval 

times and a bandwidth very well below 100 Mbps. Furthermore, in spite of a dedicated 

connection between Pantheon and Hercules, as well as Pantheon and TOSM, the presence 

of extemal factors in tiie network limit the bandwidtii severely. 
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In tiie tiiroughput analysis, the retiieval time included the computation time also. 

The computation time was tiie time taken to perform various processing and 

manipulations on the image files such as conversion, resizing etc. hi order to differentiate 

between the two times, the times taken for only the transfer of image files between 

Pantheon and the NFS mount were recorded. Table 6.5 shows the difference between the 

two time values. The bandwidth was calculated as a ratio of the data size to the time 

taken to tiansfer that data. 

Diameter 
in arcsecs 

50 
100 
150 
200 
225 
250 
275 
300 
325 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 
600 

Size of 
the 
data(d) in 
KB 

1.08 
2.16 
4.04 
7.14 
8.89 
12.4 
14.1 
16.4 
18.3 

21 
25.3 
29.8 
39.3 
46.7 
54.6 

Data 
Transfer 
Time in 
ms 

35 
35 
35 
46 
48 
31 
33 
52 
45 
47 
32 
35 
43 
49 
62 

BWin 
Mbps 

0.24 
0.48 
0.9 

1.21 
1.44 

3.125 
3.33 
2.46 
3.17 
3.49 
6.17 
6.65 
7.14 
7.44 
6.88 

Computation 
Time in ms 

7696.164 
7789.497 
8792.107 
9823.384 
11679.08 

15232.054 
16395.178 
19285.303 
21552.702 
23832.141 
28512.901 
34525.745 
48684.783 
57134.557 
71370.757 

Total 
Retrieval 
time in 
ms 

7731.164 
7824.497 
8827.107 
9869.384 
11727.08 
15263.05 
16428.18 

19337.3 
21597.7 

23879.14 
28544.9 

34560.75 
48727.78 
57183.56 
71432.76 

Table 6.5 Comparison of data transfer time with computation time 
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To represent tiie variation ofthe bandwidth with the diameter a graph was drawn 

as shown in Figure 6.8. 

BW in Mbps 

8. 6 

1 2 
• BW in Mbps 

200 400 600 

Diameter in arcseconds 

800 

Figure 6.8 Variation ofthe bandwidth with diameter ofthe sky 

It is clear fi-om Table 6.5 that the total retrieval time was the sum of the data 

tiansfer time and the computation time. The computation time was much higher than the 

data tiansfer time. Due to a high computation time, the throughput suffers even though 

the bandwidth that was achieved between Pantheon and the mount point at TOSM was in 

the range of Megabytes. 
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CHAPTER VII 

TOOL USAGE 

This chapter describes briefly how to access and use the SDSS DRl web forms. 

These web forms are intended for use by astiophysicists and astionomers for their stiidy 

of stars and galaxies. This chapter contains procedures to use the web forms in order to 

query the metadata and retrieve the image files. The sequence of these steps can be 

modified according to the user's requirements. Since the DRl application is web based, 

the user can access the web forms by creating unique browser sessions for each set of 

queries. This chapter also discusses the expected responses to user-generated queries. The 

description of these web forms themselves is discussed in Chapter III. 

In order to retrieve and download the photometric image files, the IQS web form 

is used in conjunction with the DAS web form. The IQS web form is used to retrieve the 

appropriate rows of metadata that refer to the desired image files. The procedure to 

search the DRl data set for galaxies around an RA (Right Ascension) and DEC 

(Declination) position of a certain magnitude range using the IQS web form is outiined as 

follows: 

• Invoke a browser session and access the IQS web form tiirough the URL 

http://pantheon.cs.ttii.edu/sdss/IQS. The IQS web form that is generated, is shown 

partially in Figure 7.1. 
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: TTlJDRIMiirot - Mci/ill,i Fllnfiix 
Eile £dit View Go Bookmarks lools Help 

\ ; | ( , i J httpi/Zparrthoon.cs.ttu.edu/5dss/IQ5 V IGI 

U FITBfox Holp _, Flrefox Support u Pkjg-h F/wj 

SDSS Imaging Query Server: TTUDRlMirror 

I Submit Request | [ Reset Form~| Limit number of output rows (0 for unlimited) [50 

Parameters to Return 

L u a ^ ^ Parameters 

VP'cal ; t i 
~ rodec 1 
"modeLmags ^ 1 

03 Target Imafflnfl 

B Bcstlmasme 

SpectroscopY Parameters JFOter names to retnm (for use bvthe DAS)! 

none A j 
{BOQBSBDMMHMHHI'-^^ < ftypicoi ——•..J ^ 
î d̂ec J l 1 

u D g n r D i D z n j 

i Submit Request ] 

Position Constraints 

o 
Rectangular Search 

(Max Area 10 sq I 
deg) 

raMinl 

Cone Search 

(Max Radius 30 
arcmin) 

raMaxI decMin 

raCenterO.1 decCent"i02 

List of ra, dec, f radius 1 

decMax 1 

radius (arcmin)|1 

Figure 7.1 Screen shot ofthe IQS web form 

• Set the Limit number of output rows field to the number of database rows to be 

retrieved. Recall that each row ofthe database serves as a catalog used to retrieve the 

corresponding image file. 

• Under the field Parameters to Return specify tiie hnaging Parameters, select Best or 

Target option and select the u, g, r. i or z option under the field. Filter names to 

return. Note that Target option refers to the imaging data and/or processing 

combination used in selecting targets for spectroscopic follow up whereas Best option 

refers to the latest and most recent imaging data. The u, g, r, i or z options refer to the 

camera filters through which the images are processed as referred to in Chapter III. 
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• If the user wants to select the options in Spectroscopy Parameters, then use the SQS 

web form in order to retiieve spectioscopic images. The SQS web form is used in the 

retiieval of spectioscopic data. It can be generated by invoking a browser session and 

entering the URL http://pantheon.cs.ttii.edu/sdss/SQS. It looks similar to IQS web 

form and contains similar fields. 

• The Position Constraints field (refer Figure 7.2) describes the kind of search that can 

be employed -rectangular, cone or proximity. Here the coordinates are specified in 

terms of right ascension and declination. 

•' SDSS Inicminji Querv S 

08 Edit View §0 Bookmarks Tools Ijelp 

< ^ - >. --
^ l l L. hKp://panthaon.cs.ttu,edu/sdss/IQ5 

t J Rrefox Help t._j F*8fox Sn^ort ,„j PtugHr FAQ 
"minima] 
E typical 
=.radec • typical 
^modeLmags ^j isU Besttoi§^g hradec 

B Target Irnaang "° " .^ , 
— minimal 

u n g D r D i D z D 

(Submit Request j 

Position Constraints 

o 
Rec tan^a r Search •• 

(Max Area 10 sq 
deg) 

® 
Cone Search 

(Max Radms 30 
arcmin) 

O 
n-oxinutv Search 

(Limit of 100 

positions) 

raMin; 

raCenter[01 | 

List of ra, dec. fraduisl 

raMaX' ' 

decCentei[b.2 

r a , d e c , s e p 
2 56 .443154 ,58 .0255 ,10 . 
29 .94136 ,0 .08930 ,10 . 

i 

decMin 

radius f arcmin')! 1 \ 

decMax j ] 

- „ i: 

Filename to upload 

Default radius Carcsec)i5.0 

10 arcsec) 

jl Browse.. ] 

\ (maximum allowed is 

Submit Request | 

Figure 7.2 Screen shot ofthe IQS web form 
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• In case of Rectangular Search, specify the coordinates ofthe search rectangle in the 

fields raMin, decMin, raMax and decMax. RaMin and decMin refer to the lower left 

coordinates of the search rectangle and raMax and decMax refer to the upper right 

coordinates ofthe search rectangle. 

• hi case of Cone Search, specify the coordinates of the center in raCenter and 

decCenter and the search radius in radius (arcmin) field; 

• In order to search a specific set of coordinates use the Proximity Search. There are 

two ways in which the coordinates can be specified, either directiy in text box given 

or by uploading a file containing the coordinates in the following format: 

ra, dec, sep 

456.443154,158.0255,10. 

29.94136,0.08930,10. 

• Finally select the required parameters under Imaging Constraints and hit the 

Submit Request button. 

Once the request is submitted, the response generated is shown in Figure 7.3. 
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* '^ m ^••. (^ 1 K<p;//p«nthMn.cs,ttu.edu/sd5s/IQS •"" ' " "~ M\m ~" '• „ 

after udbBEgin ^ 

tune spent 907 375 millseconds ' 

SDSS Imaging Query Server Results 
Mon Sep 20 22 14 47 CDT 2004 „. 

Bookmark this link to recreate this auerr 

10 rows returned 

Your query had a tout of 50 rows to return. *? 

IQS Results (note that followmg links have touted lifetime): • 

• Download the CSV < j 
• Download the FITS bmarv tabic « 
• Use this result to obtain files with the DAS Web Form 9 

• Use this result to browse mages and spectra with the FOOT Web Form Note W.U work onlvifraHrr o.tpntw^ ,,Wt.^ 3 

3ere are the 10 rows fi"om your query ^ 

plate ^ d piberid j tnm 
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4. 4 75,199 

4 4 75 
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"4; A\ 75 41212662 

4. 4 75 488(2662 
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3861 ,. 
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5951 
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3! : 1 

^«i ...1 
1 

Figure 7.3 Screen shot ofthe IQS response 

Figure 7.3 shows the database rows ofthe metadata retrieved as a response to the 

user request. The results can be viewed either in the CSV format by clicking on the link. 

Download the CSV or in FITS binary format by clicking on the link. Download the FITS 

binary table. In order to get the data, click on the link, DAS Web Form. In order to 

browse the images and spectia click on the link, FOOT Web Form. 

The DAS web form is used to retrieve the image files, both spectioscopic as well 

as photometiicimages firom the archives. It can be used in conjunction witii the IQS or 

SQS web forms or can be used independentiy. The procedure to use the DAS web form is 

as follows: 
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• Invoke a browser session and enter tiie URL http://pantheon.cs.ttii.edu/sdss/DAS. A 

part ofthe generated DAS web form is shown in Figure 7.4. 

• The DAS web page consists of a sequence of Steps 1 through 4. In order to use the 

DAS web form, the user must follow these steps in sequence. 

Bo Edit visw So 

^ - £# • ' 1 ^ 

UHrefoxHeb iJF»«fox 

BtM*marks look tjolp 

^̂ "̂ ^ ^JU h-J ^://P«nthoon.cs.ttu.edu/sdss/OAS 

Sk^port U Pkjg-m FAQ 

SDSS Data Archive Server: DRl 

HHiPPPI 
* :[a 

Available Imaee Products Available Soectro Products DAS Users* Guide i 

1 Submit Request l o , f you want to start again, [ Reset Form 1 

Step 1. Select one or more data products 

D a t a FrodDct 

DfyC 
nft)BiN 
D^M 
n§>objc 
n^F ic ldS t a t 

Dfy Atlas 
[^psField 

DtargetTsField 

DtargetTsObj 

DbestTsField 

DbestTsObj 

n tsObjFromM;^ 

n spPlate 

DspSpec 

DspPlotGif 

DspPlotPs 

File Desciiptioit 

Corrected iniasn^ frame 

Binned imaan^ frame 

Mask frame 

Catalog of Imaffn^ Objects 

Summarv for a field 

Alias Images for a field 

Photometric Calibration for a field 

Target Sijmmarv for a field, target version 

Calibrated catalog for a field, target version 

Target Summarv for a field, best version 

Calibrated catalog for a field, best version 

Calibrated catalog for targetted objects 

extracted, calibrated spectra for a plate 

One extracted, calibrated spectrum, with Id parameters 

Plot of one spectrum ( gif) 

Plot of one spectrum (vs.sz) 

nm 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

rerun camCol 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 
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X 

X 

X 

field 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

M J D 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

A. 

fiberlD spRenin | 

t 
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^ "" m 

Figure 7.4 Screen shot ofthe Data Archive Server form 

• Step 1 basically lists the data products along with their corresponding description. 

The user can select one ofthe data products in Step 1. 

• Step 2 (refer Figure 7.5) contains instmctions on how to create an upload file. The 

upload file describes the data to be downloaded by listing the parameters required 

(selected in Step 1). An example file is shown below. 
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run, rerun, camcol,filter,field 

1339,21,5,grz,75 

'i SDSS Diiiu An: 

Ele &dit View So eootonarks Tools tM> 

QF*rfpxH«lp |jF*ofoxSi4Jport UMu»*FAQ 

P®§^ 

- IGI 

Step 2. Create the "upload He" which describes the data you want to be downloaded by listing the paramters required, indicated m the table of Step 1. 

Note that spRenm is optional and defaults to 20. which is the only vaid spRerua for DRl 

The Hename extension must be one ofthe foUowmff csv, par, tbl, .fit or nml Please refer to the fle specification section ofthe DAS users' guide for details on the 
file fonnats. 

Step 3. Upload the object list, specifying the parameters required for the data products selected abo 

Either select file to upload (created in Step 2) [ Browse... | 

or enter liie CSV mforaiafion below 

run,rerun,cameo 1.1liter,field 
1339,21,S,grE,7S 

Step 4. Select one of die following fonnats 
® rsync O targz O tar 0 zip 

Step 5. 1 Submit Request | or. if you want to start again. Reset Form ] 

-j'°£AIB°K..Jfr?gJ.^iiitepy'<'P °f ̂  ^'^ proihicts. select mfoimation fi'om the Swvey Ipteiface File Foimats, or see the descnpdon ofthe Early Data Release ^j 

Figure 7.5 Screen shot ofthe Data Archive Server form 

• Step 3 (refer Figure 7.5) provides the option to browse {Browse button) and select the 

file to be uploaded that was created and stored on the local machine. There is also an 

option to specify the coordinates directiy in the list given. The user specifies the 

combination of run, rerun, camcol, filter and field values in order to retiieve the 

appropriate image file; 

• Step 4 (refer Figure 7.5) provides the user the option to specify the method of 

retiieval of tiie files, either as rsync, .zip or .tar. or tar.gz; 

• After filling in all the relevant fields, tiie user hits the Submit Request button. 
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E h tdlt yiew So Bpokmdrks loob y e ^ 

* ^ ' .^ ® ® ; i I htlp;;/pmthoon.cs.ttu.odii/!d!s/OAS ^ XX' 

i,,, RfefoK Mô 3 I F*efox SMsport , , Pkjo-ln FAQ 

Begm access on Wed Sep 29 16 34 37 CDT 2004 at /tmp/apach5/webscratcWDAS_1746_1096493677 

SDSS Data Archive Server Results (DRl) 
Bookmark this link to recreate this DAS querv result 

YouhaverequestedSFrrS.postscript. and/or gif files, of iwhichO are unavailable For details, please consult the log file 

Use rsync to download the files (see our rsync help pa^e^ 

rsync wiH miiTor the data archive directones containing the files you have requested on your disk. 

In ttie directory where you would like the directones containing your data to be placed, save this link as sdss-rsync lis and type. 

raync -vtrLPR csynci /Zdr l e r s y n c . s d a s . ocg/DBl/ . / —Include-f rom-sdss-rBync. l i s —copy-unsole-linJcs 

"Die rsync password you wiD need is "dr i " There are three ways to specify the password 

• Type the password when prompted after issuing the rsync command 
• First set an environment vanable R3YNC_PA33U0RD to the password, then issue the rsync command 
• First save the password m a file -wfach must not be accessible by anyone but the user, then tell rsync its location with the opbon 

— passwQrd-£He-riLENJLKE 

IT you are behind a firewall, you will need to 
s e t e n v JlSYWC_PBOXY hos t : por t 

(or the cqmvalenl export in non-csh-hkc shells) to pomt to your institution's proxy server and port number 

Create a new request or use your browser's back button to modify this request 

Figure 7.6 Screen shot ofthe response to DAS web foim 

The response that is obtained to a DAS web form request is shown in Figure 7.6. 

This page (shown in Figure 7.6) instracts the user on how to download the requested files 

onto the local disk using rsync. The response page also shows a log ofthe requested files 

by clicking on the link, log file. 

In order to retiieve a quick lookup of jpeg or gif files, the Footprint server can be 

used. The procedure to use the Footprint server is as follows: 

• Create a browser session and enter tiie URL http://pantheon.cs.ttu.edu/sdss/FOOT. 

The Footprint server web form is generated as shown in Figure 7.7. 
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' Snss F i» i l | i f l i i | SBr»Hi: DRl - Md/ i l ld Fi iefnx 

Ete £dit !^8w 50 gookmari<s lools tia'p u^m 
1 hl^://pMithBon.cs,ttu.edu/sdss/FOOT v | ( ^ 

J i P I ' e f i w H ^ , , Hrrfox Support UNug-lnFAQ 

SDSS Footprint Server: DRl 

Use ttie footprint server to retneve qucklookjpeg images and gf spectra for a list of objects Note that the quicklook mages are not aligned with equatorial 
coordinates To get an mage of a larger region of sky, use the finding chart server 

1 Submit Request ] 

List of Coordinates 

list of ra, dec 

ra.dec 
2 5 6 . 1 4 3 1 5 1 , 5 8 . 0 2 5 5 
2 9 . 9 1 1 3 6 , 0 . 0 8 9 3 0 

or select file to upload I 1 Browse." 

Number of rows to skn> ID 

Number of rows to process :10 : (maximum of 10) 

Imaee Width (pixels. 1 pixel = 0.4 arcsec) [126 ^ (maximum value = 600) 

Output Conttnt 

Figure 7.7 Screen shot ofthe Footprint server 

In the List of Coordinates parameter, the users can specify the list of coordinates 

either directiy in the text box provided or can store them in a file and upload the file 

{select file to upload field). An example file is shown below: 

ra,dec 

456.443154,158.0255 

29.94136,0.08930 

The user can specify the Number of rows to skip. Number of rows to process and the 

Image Width fields. The fields, Number of rows to skip and Number of rows to 

process refer to tiie database rows that can be skipped or processed, respectively, in 

the response that is generated. 
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• The user can select the type of output image (refer Figure 7.8) by selecting the option 

Imaging (target version) run/rerun/camcol/field/rowc/colc. Imaging (best version) 

run/rerun/camcol/field/rowc/colc or Spectroscopy plateid/mjd/fiberid/sep. The field. 

Imaging (target version) run/rerun/camcol/field/rowc/colc,) refers to the target 

version of the imaging data. Imaging (bestversiorun/rerun/camcol/field/rowc/colc 

refers to tiie best version ofthe imaging data and Spectroscopy plateid/mjd/fiberid/sep 

refers to the spectioscopic data. 

• The user can also choose the Output Format (refer Figure 7.8) as either Standard, 

Image Cutouts Inline or Stream Output. The Standard option first retrieves the 

database rows, which can be cUcked to view the corresponding image (refer Figures 

7.9 and 7.10). The Image Cutouts Inline option is used to directly display the image 

file without having to navigate through the database rows (refer Figure 7.12). The 

Stream Output option is used to generate only the database rows as a stream of 

characters (refer Figure 7.13). 

• Fuially the user submits the request by hitting the Submit Request button. 
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Figure 7.8 Screen shot ofthe Footprint server 

Figure 7.9 shows the response that is obtained by selecting the target version of 

the image. The response page contains the metadata description of the image to be 

retrieved. By clicking a row of data fetched by the Footprint server, the corresponding 

JPEG image or GIF plot is retrieved and displayed as shown in Figures 7.10 and 7.11 

respectively. 
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s t r i p e a r e a , 
0.00464, 
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roue , 
141.27 , 

1154.15, 

co l e 
1786.17 
747.02 

Create a new request or use your browser's back button to modify this request 

Figure 7.9 Screen shot ofthe Footprint server query results 
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Create a new request or use your browser's back button to modify this request, 
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Figure 7.10 Screen shot ofthe retrieved JPEG image 
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Figure 7.11 Screen shot ofthe retrieved GIF plot 
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Figure 7.12 Screen shot ofthe JPEG image selecting Image Cutouts Inline option 
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Figure 7.13 Screen shot ofthe response by selecting the Stream Output option 
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In order to rehieve the FITS files, the Finding chart generator web form can be 

used. The procedure to use the Finding chart generator is as follows: 

• Invoke a browser session and enter the URL http://pantheon.cs.ttu;edu/sdss/fc. The 

Finding chart generator web form is generated as shown in Figure 7.14 

• SnSS 0R1 Mnzilll Firefox G^IIWil^ 

Rte £drt yiew qo gookmarks Tools Uotp 

< ^ ' L ^ - 1 ^ Jv-N . ^ http://pantheon.cs.ttu,edu/sdss/fc v 101, 

LJ Rrefox Help ;., j F*efox Support ,„j Ptug-ln FAQ 

SDSS Finding Chart: DR1 

Caveat Jhs fits images returned by the finding chart maker should not be used for science analysis, because differences In flux zeropoints and 
sky backgroun^d have not been accounted for when combining Images from different SDSS imaging runs and/or CCDs Instead, please use the 
Datj Arcl"̂ i-/e Seiver relnfevdl forir: to retrieve the survey images ("con-ected frames") as fits image files ( fpc ' . i i ts) There you can upload the 
"imaging catalog" returned biy this finding chart generator to retrieve the nght set of images 

maaina Skv Coveraae 

Submit 1 Submit l=iequest | or, If you want to Start again, ( Reset Form 1 

; Position (J20W Decimal Degrees) RA256 65 { DEC 57 35 

Image Diameter + Resolution 1 Diameter (arcsec): zso J arcsec/plxel OOA COST ®0.8 01.14 01.6 0223 C32 

Objects to mark 

Display Catalogs 

Create .fits or .ps file 

Image Options 

Image Objs: [aii 1017 Spectro Objs: IZI 

Display Image Catalog: S J Display Spectro Catalog: S 

.fits ® i' Create .ps: E 
ji - 1 

doGrld: S ;l Invert Color: El 

Submit; Submit Request | or, if you wantto Start again, | ResetFomn 1 

Figure 7.14 Screen shot ofthe Finding chart generator web form 

• Enter the coordinates ofthe sky in the fields RA and DEC. RA and DEC stand for 

right ascension and declination (refer to Chapter II). 

• Specify the diameter of the sky in the field Diameter(arcsec); 

• Specify the zooming coefficient of the image by selecting one of the options in the 

field arcsec/pixel; 

• Specify the magnitude of the objects to be marked in the field Image Objs; 

• Select Spectro Objs in order to draw diamonds around objects with spectra; 
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• Select Display Image Catalog option in order to retrieve and display the 

corresponding database rows (catalog) ofthe displayed photometric images on the 

response page; 

• Select Display Spectro Catalog option in order to rehieve and display the 

corresponding database rows (catalog) ofthe displayed spectroscopic images on the 

response page; 

• Select the option .fits in order to display the FITS image; 

• Select tiie option Create .ps in order to be able to download the image file in 

postscript format; 

• Select doGrid to divide the FITS image into grids and Invert Color to negate the 

colors to yield dark objects on a bright sky; 

• After specifying the required parameters, hit the Submit Request button to generate 

the response. 

The response generated by the Finding chart generator web form is shown in 

Figure 7.15. Based on the coordinates ofthe sky and the range ofthe sky diameter, the 

corresponding FITS image file is retrieved. The Finding chart generator provides an 

option to download the FITS file as a postscript file by clicking Xhefcps link. A catalog 

of the spectroscopic objects can be viewed by clicking the Spectro Catalog link. A 

catalog of the imaging objects can be viewed by clicking the Imaging Catalog link. The 

response page also lists the catalog of spectioscopic objects as hyperiinks, which can be 

clicked in order to obtain the corresponding GIF plots. 
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Send these results to the DAS Spectro Imaging 
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Figure 7.15 Screen shot ofthe retrieved FITS image 

The DRl application in Texas Tech University is currently being used by Dr. Ron 

Wilhelm, a professor in the astrophysics department, and by his students for astiophysics 

studies. DRl supports his research on the morphological classification of galaxies, which 

makes extensive use ofthe SDSS FITS and JPEG image files. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter presents a conclusion of the thesis as well as an insight into the 

limitations of tiie implementation and a glimpse into the fiitiire work that could be 

undertaken in order to enhance the existing application. 

8.1 Thesis Conclusion and Future Work 

The focus of this thesis is to establish the Data Release 1 ofthe Sloan Digital Sky 

Survey application at Texas Tech University. This is attempt to integrate all the 

computing as well as data resources at one place. The implementation document is 

intended to serve as a guide for all those planning to replicate the application locally. The 

SDSS TTU DRl application has been replicated in order to provide an opportunity for 

the various scientists at Texas Tech University to harness it locally. 

Some of the drawbacks and possible enhancements of this work are listed as 

follows. 

• Currentiy the SDSS DRl employs MySQL as the DBMS. A migration to Oracle 

would be preferable since Oracle has the following advantages over MySQL [29]. 

> supports views which provide for a faster retrieval of data, 

> provides support for stored procedures written in various APIs, 

> higher portability and scalability since Oracle supports over 200 hardware and 

system platforms. 
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> supports parallel query execution known as symmetric multiprocessing 

hardware, 

> supports very large databases of the order of terabytes, 

> each session can use data fi-om many database instances using tiansparent 

distiibuted SQL access, 

> supports both basic (read-only, snapshot) as well as advanced (symmetric, 

multimaster) database replication, 

> supports a higher number of applications than MySQL, 

> has XML support integrated in the DBMS, 

> has dedicated web servers, Oracle WebDB for simple web applications, 

Oracle Application Server (OAS) for professional, scalable web applications 

and Oracle Internet Services (IAS), a specialized version of Apache http 

server. 

The multiple parallel transfer scheme, while efficient fi'om the network point of view, 

produces heavy fi-agmentation on the NAS storage. It would be desirable to 

incorporate transfer methods that pre-reserve the space and try to write contiguous 

files so that there are no empty blocks at intermediate points on the disk. 

From the timing experiments conducted, it is evident that in spite of a Gigabit 

network coimection between Pantheon and the image files located at TOSM, Gigabit 

speeds are not achieved. Also the computation time was much higher than the data 

transfer time, contiibuting significantiy to the throughput. In case of large-scale 
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applications, this observation opens a door for an opportiinity for a parallel 

implementation tiiat would reduce the computation time. 

• The SDSS database tables are not normalized nor are they based on a well-defined 

design. So it is desirable to redesign the tables based on an Entity-Relationship 

schema tiiat would make the database truly relational. The data could be organized in 

a more effective manner tiirough the process oi normalization. Having a database that 

adheres to tiie first tiiree normal forms would make the data more consistent, 

eliminate redundancies and retain only the meaningfiil data dependencies [30]. 

8.1.1 Load Balancing 

An architectural enhancement that could be used to improve the overall reliability 

of the system is the load balancing scheme. A general load balancing system architecture 

is shown in Figure 8.1. In this scheme there are multiple web servers and database servers 

[32]. The load balancer is a specialized piece of hardware that handles the work of 

routing incoming requests to the least busy of servers. Here one load balancer is used for 

HTTP tiaffic and another for MySQL traffic. The database is replicated and a number of 

MySQL slaves are set up to handle user requests. In order to route the traffic, some kind 

of partitioning mechanism is used in order to distribute both HTTP and MySQL requests. 
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Fig 8.1 Load Balancing Architecture 

The advantages of such a system are multifold. In an ideal configuration, 

increasing capacity is as simple as adding more servers to the farm. This increases linear 

scalability with relatively inexpensive equipment. Load balancing helps to use server 

resources more efficientiy since there is a good contiol on the routing of requests. With a 

cluster of MySQL slaves in place, the loss of one server does not affect much, thereby 

improving the availability ofthe system. There is also a high degree of transparency since 

the clients do not need to know about the load balancing setiip. 
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8.1.2 WebOhjects 

One of tiie limitations ofthe SDSS DRl application is that the system that hosts 

tiie web forms is a Fermilinux box, since the SDSS web forms depend on the SDSS tools 

tiiat are compiled and integrated into Fermilinux. hi order to increase the portability and 

scalability, a good choice of apphcation for redesign is WebObjects [31]. WebObjects is 

Apple's suite of tools and object-oriented firameworks for creating and deploying 

scalable, reusable web and Java appUcations for the Internet and intranets. WebObjects 

supports the development, deployment, and extension of standards-based web services. 

WebObjects enables users to create and deploy applications and web services for 

Mac OS X. Using the APIs and tools that WebObjects provides, and developing in Java, 

users can create and deploy: 

• HTML-based web applications that are scalable and reusable, 

• Database-driven web applications with dynamic page content, 

• Distributed applications that perform web services, 

• Java Client web applications, Java Beans web applications, and Java Server Pages 

(JSP) and servlets. 

WebObjects lets you rapidly design appUcations that integrate existing data and 

systems. There are four different approaches to creating appUcations: HTML based. 

Direct to Web, Java Client, and Direct to Java Client. Applications can access data stored 

on relational databases through Enterprise Objects, tiie technology that represents 

database information as sets of business objects. WebObjects developers can also take 

advantage of J2EE integration and its related technologies-Enterprise Java Beans, Java 
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Server Pages, and the Java Naming and Directory Interface-diS well as Web Services 

technologies to add fixnctionaUty to their applications. 

A WebObjects application runs on a server machine and receives requests firom a 

user's web browser on a cUent machine. It dynamically generates HTML pages in 

response to the user's requests. WebObjects provides a suite of tools for rapid appUcation 

development, as well as pre-built application components and a web application server. 

Hence the user requests for SDSS data can be made to trigger a series of applications that 

access tiie SDSS tools and retiieve the SDSS images. This would reduce the 

dependencies ofthe SDSS DRl appUcation on the operating system. 
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